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ZURICH, SWITZERLAND,  APRIL 23, 2018  

ABB launches the world’s first digitally 
integrated power transformer    
 

ABB AbilityTM enabled range of products take transformers into the digital 

age enhancing reliability and efficiency  

The ABB AbilityTM Power Transformer, unveiled at the 2018 Hanover Fair, in Germany, will be the world’s 

first integrated solution for digitally enabled power transformers, fundamentally changing the trans-

former paradigm. All power transformers leaving ABB factories will soon come enabled with digital ca-

pabilities, enabling remote monitoring and data analytics of its vital parameters in real time. This will 

enhance reliability and enable higher utilization of grid assets and power networks.  

The transformer will come equipped with a digital hub that can leverage a portfolio of smart devices on 

a modular platform with plug-and-play capabilities. This modularity and scalability makes the system 

future-proof while giving users full control over their digital journey. 

“The ABB AbilityTM Power Transformer solution is a game changer. In addition to providing actionable 

intelligence at the local level, it will enable users to leverage the full ecosystem of software solutions and 

services at the station and enterprise levels, such as our industry leading ABB AbilityTM Ellipse® Asset 

Performance Management System”, said Claudio Facchin, President of ABB’s Power Grids division. “In 

addition to enhancing efficiency and product life, the new digital capability will boost reliability and mit-

igate outages through preventative action.” 

ABB also announced the launch of ABB AbilityTM TXplore, a service solution that deploys a submersible 

transformer inspection robot. The wireless robot can be maneuvered through a liquid-filled power trans-

former to perform fast, safe and cost effective internal inspection, which can be shared remotely close 

to real time with global experts. This innovative approach, another world-first, enhances safety by reduc-

ing personnel risk, reduces down time with inspection performed in hours versus days and brings in-

spection costs down by 50 percent or more.  

ABB is also showcasing its recently introduced ABB AbilityTM TXpertTM distribution transformer, the 

world’s first digital distribution transformer. TXpert provides intelligence to maximize reliability, opti-

mize operating and maintenance costs and manage the asset more efficiently, building on the ABB Abil-

ity™ platform and connected devices to generate actionable intelligence. This product is the first of its 

kind to integrate sensing technology directly into the transformer during the manufacturing process, 

resulting in higher accuracy. 

Transformers perform the important function of adapting voltage levels, stepping up for efficient long-

distance high-voltage transmission, and stepping ‘down’ for distribution and safe use by consumers. 

They also help maintain power quality and control.  

ABB pioneered transformer technology in the 1890s and has since been at the forefront of record-break-

ing innovations including the world’s most powerful DC and AC transformers at 1.1 and 1.2 million volts 

respectively. As the world’s largest transformer manufacturer and service provider ABB has an unparal-
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leled global installed base and a vast portfolio of power, distribution and special application transform-

ers. As a global market and technology leader, ABB serves utilities as well as industrial and commercial 

customers as the partner of choice for enabling a stronger, smarter and greener grid. 

ABB (ABBN: SIX Swiss Ex) is a pioneering technology leader in electrification products, robotics and mo-

tion, industrial automation and power grids, serving customers in utilities, industry and transport & in-

frastructure globally. Continuing a history of innovation spanning more than 130 years, ABB today is 

writing the future of industrial digitalization with two clear value propositions: bringing electricity from 

any power plant to any plug and automating industries from natural resources to finished products. As 

title partner of Formula E, the fully electric international FIA motorsport class, ABB is pushing the bound-

aries of e-mobility to contribute to a sustainable future. ABB operates in more than 100 countries with 

about 135,000 employees. www.abb.com 
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